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Report by Martyn Rushbrook 

 

The final trial of the Peterborough trials club season took place today at a very soggy Stibbington 

quarry. Id like to first of all thank the observers today as it really was horrible for standing out in, 

however we still managed to get 10 volunteers for which myself and the rest of the riders are truly 

grateful for. 

As for the trial, we setup yesterday knowing the weather was not looking great. Despite this a few 

tweaks were needed to the sections before the trial and they all ended up riding pretty well considering 

the conditions. 

The winner of today’s trial was Adam Brown who dropped 9 marks on his Gas Gas, Martyn Rushbrook 

was next up on 10 marks dropped. Reece McDaid was best youth hard route rider on 27 marks 

dropped. 
We ran a 50/50 route again at this trial for the first time since covid. The winner on this route was Mick 

Thurman who dropped 12 marks from Mikey Lefevre who dropped 17 marks. 

On the middle route, Pete Rushbrook had a last-minute reprieve from observing to drop just 2 marks on 

his Beta. There was a tie for best twinshock on the middle route with James Arden and Kieren McDaid 

both dropping 5 marks. The best Youth on the middle route was Alfie Chesman who dropped just 12 

marks on his Beta.  

We also ran a 50/50 easy route at this trial, The winner on this route today was Kev Rice who dropped 

21 marks on his KRT. 

On the white route, Julian Mair had a great ride dropping just 1 mark on his twinshock Honda, next up 

was best adult rider Geoff Rank who dropped 3 marks on his Beta. The best Youth rider on the white 

route was Isaac Kinnimoth who dropped 40 marks.        
Massive thanks to everyone who has supported us this year from riders and observers to the course 

plotting crew. Our season starts again on March 12th next year and we hope to see you all again next 

year.  

 

Hard Route 

Adult : Adam Brown Gas Gas 9 marks 

Youth : Reece McDaid Beta 27 marks 

 

50/50 Route 

Adult: Mick Thurman Montesa 12 Marks 

 

Middle Route 

Adult : Pete Rushbrook Beta 2 Marks 

 

Twinshock: Kieran McDaid Fantic 5 Marks 

                    James Arden Yamaha 5 Marks 

 

Youth : Alfie Chesman Beta 12 Marks 

 

50/50 Easy Route 

Adult: Kev Rice KRT 21 Marks 

 

White Route 

Twinshock: Julian Mair Honda 1 Marks 

 

Adult: Geoff Rank Beta 3 Marks 

 

Youth: Isaac Kinnimoth Beta 40 Marks            
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